AUTHENTIC ROCKS

Professional Rockscape Designers
ROCKS

High quality artificial rocks in a variety of shapes and sizes, that also can be designed to cover and hide unsightly utility boxes, meters, pipes and more.

ROCKS STEPS

Over the years, our team has installed artistic landscapes, rockscapes, artificial waterfalls and water features. Authentic Rocks can build and design custom artificial rock steps of building solid synthetic concrete rocks and jump rock as an alternative to traditional diving boards.
WATERFALLS

Authentic Rocks Waterscapes has developed an exclusive method of constructing some of the most durable poolwaterfalls available anywhere.

We are so confident of this process that we can offer a lifetime warranty on our waterfalls.

SLIDES

We offer a complete line of artificial rock slides and pool waterfalls that allow you to create a natural environment that can be customized to your pool.

Our slides are designed considering the age, size and weight of the user. Also these can be an integral part of a waterfall we include a flow channel water jet for a more fun and slippery slide.

SCULPTED WALLS

Sculpted walls with artificial rock design for pool, pond and garden. Art-quality, custom fabricated simulated rock waterfalls, fountains, and boulders.

The rockscapes are molded from real rocks & boulders to produce the ultimate in realism. Our process reproduces every grain of sand, every crack, every texture and allows the cheapest relief of any artificial rock system.

Our rock walls can be used for internal and external use and they are resistant to the extremes of both hot and cold environments such as chalking and cracking due to freezing and thawing.

CAVES

Authentic Rocks have numerous uses and applications on rock caves as a rock Cave Fountain, wine cellar, jacuzzi spa, and more. Our landscape rock cave or rock Cave Fountain can be the most admired part of a beautiful landscaping project.

It’s easy to get lost in the beauty and sounds of the Rock Cave Fountain. With it’s gorgeous design, you can watch and listen as the water spills over from pool to pool creating soothing, peaceful waterfall sounds.
ABOUT US

Authentic Rocks is a company created and coordinated since 2001 by Bernardo Medina Buenrostro, dedicated to build Artistic Rocks Surroundings and Conceptual Designs. Our experience include many works in California USA and Baja Mexico, in commercial and residential projects. Our vision is to provide the highest level of knowledge and experience to every project.

SERVICES

- WATERFALLS WITH ROCKS
- GREAT ROCK CAVES
- ROCKS SLIDES FOR POOLS
- COMMERCIAL ROCKS
- ROCAS PARA AREAS COMERCIALES
- SCULPTED ROCK WALLS
- POOL JUMPING ROCKS
- ROCKSTEPS
- ROCKS IN GENERAL

Authentic Rocks enjoys a worldwide reputation for the realism, quality and huge selection of its cast stone productions and designs by professionals as well as its excellent technical assistance and top-notch customer service.

We are specializes in boulderscapes, sculpted rock environments, sculpted rock, retaining walls, zoological exhibits, sculpted soil nail walls, waterfalls and themed environments.

"You can create a new and exciting concept"
We would like to thank you for your interest in our products and company. Authentic Rocks take much pleasure in serving you.

“Don’t hesitate to contact us if you have any questions”

PROJECTS

RANCHO GRANDE
San Diego California

RAMONA
California

SOLANA BEACH
California

EL CAJON
California

HARD ROCK HOTEL
Vallarta México

ALPINE
California